
VEHICLES 

ASSIMILATED UNDER 

43 CFR 8341.l(d) 

Operating an off-road vehicle in violation of State laws and regulations relating to use, standards, 

registration, operation, and inspection 

Statute Standard Charge Wording Collateral 

CRS 42-2-101(1) Drive motor vehicle upon highway w/o license 35 

CRS 42-2-10 I (2) Drive motor vehicle upon highway w license expired less than one year 15 

CRS 42-2-101(4) Operate motor vehicle w wrong type or class of license or permit 35 

CRS 42-2-10 I (5) Drive motor vehicle upon highway w/o license in possession 15 

42-2-116 (a) Violated Restrictions on Driver's License 30 

42-2-116 (6)(b) Violated Restrictions on Driver's License Regarding Interlock Device SUM 

42-2-138 ( l )(a) Drove (Motor/Off-highway) Vehicle When License Under Restraint (Suspended) SUM 

42-2-138 ( I )(a) Drove (Motor/Off-highway) Vehicle When License Under Restraint (Revoked) SUM 

42-2-138 ( I ){a) Drove (Motor/Off-highway) Vehicle When License Under Restraint (Denied) SUM 

42-2-139 Permitted Unlicensed Minor to Drive Vehicle 35 

42-2-140 Permitted Unlicensed Person to Drive Vehicle 35 

CRS 42-3- Operate motor vehicle or permit to operate with expired registration 75 

12 l(l)(a) 

CRS 42-4-1101(1) Operate vehicle on a highway at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent See 

State 

Fine 

CRS 42-2-116(4) Operate vehicle on a highway at a speed in excess of traffic control device See 

State 

Fine 

42-2-I 38 ( I )(a) Drove (Motor/Off-highway) Vehicle When License Under Restraint (Revoked) SUM 

42-2-I 38 (I )(a) Drove (Motor/Off-highway) Vehicle When License Under Restraint (Denied) SUM 

42-2-139 Permitted Unlicensed Minor to Drive Vehicle 35 

42-2-140 Permitted Unlicensed Person to Drive Vehicle 35 

CRS 42-4-1101(1) Operate vehicle on a highway at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent See State 

Fine 



CRS 42-2-116(4) Operate vehicle on a highway at a speed in excess of traffic control device See State 

Fine 

42-3-103 (I) Failed to Obtain Registration Within 60 Days of Purchase of Vehicle 50 

42-3-103 (4)(a) Failed to Obtain Valid Colorado Registration Within 90 Days After Becoming a SUM 

Resident 

42-6-140 Failed to Obtain Colorado Title Within 30 Days after Becoming Resident SUM 

42-3-113 (6) No Registration Card in Vehicle 15 

42-3-202 (I) Vehicle Had No Number Plates Attached 15 

42-3-202 (I) Vehicle Had Only One Number Plate Attached 15 

42-3-202 (2)(a) Vehicle Number Plates Not Clearly (LegibleNisible) 15 

42-3-114 Displayed Expired Number Plates 

CRS 42-4-603( I) Fail to obey traffic control device 100 

CRS 42-4- Changed Lanes When Unsafe 100 

I 007( I )(a) 

CRS 42-4-1008( I) Following too closely 100 

42-4-201 (6) Person (Hung On/Attached Himself) to the Outside of Vehicle 35 

42-4-20 I (6) Driver Permitted Person to (Hang On/Attach Himself) to the Outside of Vehicle 35 

42-4-130 I (I )(a) Drove Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drugs or Both SUM 

42-4-1301 (l)(b) Drove Vehicle While Ability Impaired by Alcohol or Drugs or Both SUM 

42-4-130 I (2)(a) Drove Vehicle With BAC of0.08 or More SUM 

42-4-130 I Person or CMV Driver Under 2 I Drove Vehicle with BAC of 0.02 but Less Than SUM 
(2)( d)(I) 0.05 (First Offense) 

42-4-1301 Person or CMV Driver Under 21 Drove Vehicle with BAC of0.02 but Less Than SUM 
(2)(d)(II) 0.05 (Second Offense) 

CRS 42-4- (Drank From/Possessed) an Open Alcoholic Beverage 50 
I 305(2)(a) 

Container in a Motor Vehicle 

CRS 42-4-1305.5 Possess an Open Marijuana Container in a Motor Vehicle 50 

(2)(a)(JI) 

CRS 42-4- Abandon motor vehicle on public property 
1803(1 )(a) 

CRS 42-4-140 I( 1) Reckless driving SUM 

CRS 42-4- Careless driving 150 
1402(2)(A) 

CRS 42-4-1409 Owner Operated an Uninsured Motor Vehicle on a Public Roadway SUM 
(I)



CRS 42-4-1409 
(2) 

Operated an Uninsured Motor Vehicle on a Public Roadway 

CRS 42-4-1409 
(3) 

Failed to Present Evidence of Insurance Upon Request 

OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLES 

ASSIMILATED UNDER 

43 CFR 8341.l(d) 

SUM 

SUM 

Operating an off-road vehicle in violation of State laws and regulations relating to use, standards, 

registration, operation, and inspection. 

Statute Standard Charge Wording Collateral 

CRS 25-12-110 Sound limits 100 

•99 dB{A) if manufactured before 1/1/1998

•96 dB{A() if manufactured after 1/1/1998

CRS 33-6-104(1) Did unlawfully carry a bow, rifle, shotgun or muzzle loader on a OHV that so 

#209-Cl 
was not fully unloaded and enclosed in a case 

CRS 33-11-112 Unlawful operation of a motorized vehicle on a signed and designated 150 

non-motorized trail 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of an unregistered OHV so 

102(1)(a) 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful possession of an unregistered OHV at a staging area so 

102{1){a) 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of an OHV without the registration in possession and so 

104(6) available for inspection 

CR$ 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of a plated vehicle used for recreation on a so 

112(1)(b) designated OHV route without a valid Colorado OHV permit 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation or possession at a staging area of a non-resident so 

102(9)(a) owned or operated OHV in State over 30 days without a valid Colorado 

Permit 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful failure of a dealer to register an OHV at the time of sale 100 

102{2){a) 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of an OHV on streets, roads, or highways so 

108(1) 



CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of an OHV during darkness without proper lights (to so 

109(1)(a) wit: head lamp/tail lamp) 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of an OHV without an adequate muffler so 

109(1)(b) 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of an OHV without adequate brakes so 

109(1)(b) 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful operation of an OHV without an adequate spark arrester 150 

109(1)(b) 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful failure to immediately notify the appropriate law enforcement 75 

113(1) agency of a reportable OHV accident 

CRS 33-14.5- Unlawful failure to submit an OHV accident report to DPOR within 48 75 

113(3) hours 

CRS 33-15-102(1) Validation decal (OHV registration) shall be permanently affixed on upper so 

Regulation forward half of OHV 

#501(a) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) OHV (use permit when required) not permanently affixed to lower right 

Regulation hand corner of windshield 

#502(a)(l) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) OHV (use permit on vehicle without windshield when required) not 

Regulation available for inspection 

#502(a)(2) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) OHV muffler not maintained or in good working order 

Regulation 

#503(a)(l) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) OHV muffler not in conformance with CRS 25-12-110 

Regulation 

#503(a)(2) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) Operate OHV on public land without approved spark arrester in good 

Regulation working order. Must have (permanent marking of "qualified" or 

#503(b) 
"approved" on unit 



CRS 33-15-102{1) One headlamp required between sunset and sunrise. Must reveal person 

Regulation or object at 100 feet 

#503{c) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) One red tail lamp required between sunset and sunrise. Must be plainly 

Regulation visible at 500 feet 

#503{d) 

CRS 33-15-102{1) Operate OHV on public land without adequate braking system to control 

Regulation movementof, and to stop and hold OHV on any grade upon which 

#503{e) 
operated 

CRS 33-15-102(1) Operate an OHV on public land while carrying any person in a position 

Regulation 
that will interfere with the operation or control of an OHV, or the view of 

the operator 

#504(a) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) Operation of an OHV by a person under 10 years of age on a public road 

Regulation 
designated as open to OHV use 

#504(b) 

CRS 33-15-102(1) Operation of an OHV by a person 10 years of age or older on a public road 

Regulation 
designated as open to OHV use unless: 1) the person has in his possession 

a valid driver's license or 2) the person is accompanied by and within 

#504(b) direct visual contact of a person who has in his possession a valid drivers 

license. 

OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES ON FEDERAL LANDS 

ASSIMILATED UNDER 43 CFR 8341.l(d) 

so 

so 

so 

Operating an off-road vehicle in violation of State laws and regulations relating to use, standards, 

registration, operation, and inspection 

Statute Standard Charge Wording Collateral 

CRS 33- Unlawful operation of a motor vehicle on (federal public Land) {a federal trail) 100 

14.5- {a federal road)not authorized for that use NOT IN WILDERNESS 

108(3){a) 



CRS 33- Unlawful operation of a motor vehicle on (federal public Land) (a federal trail) 100 

14.5- (a federal road)not authorized for that use while 

108(3)(a) (hunting)(fishing)(trapping)(other related named activity) NOT IN WILDERNESS 

CRS 33- Unlawful operation of a motor vehicle on (federal public Land) (a federal trail) 200 

14.5- (a federal road)not authorized for that use IN WILDERNESS AREA 

108(3)(a) 

CRS 33- Unlawful operation of a motor vehicle on (federal public Land) (a federal trail) 200 

14.5- (a federal road)not authorized for such use while 

108(3)(a) (hunting)(fishing)(trapping)(other related named activity) IN WILDERNESS AREA 

CRS 33- Did unlawfully (remove)(deface)(destroy) any sign that is located of federal 150 

14.5- public land that affects whether motor vehicle traffic is authorized 

108(3)(b) 

CRS 33- Did unlawfully (remove)(deface)(destroy) any sign that is located of federal 150 

14.5- public land that affects whether motor vehicle traffic is authorized while 

108(3)(b) (hunting)(fishing)(trapping)(other related named activity) 

CRS 33-6- Did unlawfully carry (bow)(rifle)(shotgun)(muzzleloader) on a OHV not fully so 

104(1) unloaded and enclosed in a case 

SNOWMOBILES 

ASSIMILATED UNDER 43 CFR 8341.l(d) 

Operating an off-road vehicle in violation of State laws and regulations relating to use, standards, 

registration, operation, and inspection 

Statute Standard Charge Wording Collateral 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of an unregistered snowmobile so 

102(1)(a) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful possession of an unregistered snowmobile at a staging area so 

102(1)(a) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a non-resident snowmobile w/o purchasing the so 

102(1)(a) required permit 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to properly attach validation decals to each side of the so 

107(1)(a) cowling of a snowmobile 



CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to display snowmobile registration number 25 

104(5) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile w/o the registration in possession and so 

104(6) available for inspection 

CRS 33-14- Failure to register a snowmobile after a change in ownership 50 

105(2)(a) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a newly purchased unregistered snowmobile w/o 50 

107(1)(a) producing dated bill of sale to serve as temporary registration 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure of a snowmobile dealer to register a snowmobile at time of 100 

102(2)(a) sale 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to register a snowmobile owned by a lessor for rental so 

102(2)(c) purposes 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure of a snowmobile dealer/manufacturer to register so 

102(4)(a) snowmobiles which are operated for demonstration/testing purposes 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure of a snowmobile dealer/manufacturer to properly attach 50 

107{1)(a) validation to each side of the cowling of a snowmobile 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile by a person less than 10 VOA w/o being 50 

109(1) accompanied or supervised by a qualified person 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile by a person age 10-15 VOA who does not so

109(2) have a snowmobile safety card 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile on the right of way of an interstate so 

111(1) highway or freeway 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to operate a snowmobile as far as practicable from the so 

111(2)(a) roadway of any road, street, or highway 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to operate a snowmobile in conformity with the flow of traffic so 

111(2)(b) on the nearest lane of the adjacent roadway during the hours of darkness 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to cross a road, street, or highway at 90 degrees or at a place so 

112(1)(a) with no obstructions to prevent safe crossing 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to stop a snowmobile before crossing a road, street, or so 

112(1)(b) highway 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure of a snowmobile operator to yield right-of-way to motor so 

112(1)(c) vehicle traffic before crossing a road, street or highway 

I 



CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure of a snowmobile operator to cross a divided highway only at so 

112(1)(d) an intersection 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile upon the right-of-way of any operating 50 

112(2) railroad 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile during darkness without proper lights. To so 

114(1)(a) wit: Headlamp/Taillamp 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile without an adequate muffler so 

114(1)(b) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile without adequate brakes so 

114(1)(b) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to immediately report a snowmobile accident 75 

115(1) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful failure to submit a snowmobile accident report form to DPOR within 75 

115(3) 48 hours after a reportable snowmobile accident 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile in a careless manner 100 

116(1) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile in reckless manner SUM 

116(2) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful operation of a snowmobile while under the influence of alcohol SUM 

116(3) and/or a controlled substance 

CRS 33-14- Unlawfully permitting a snowmobile to be operated in violation of law so 

116(4) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful hunting of wildlife from a snowmobile 200 

117(1)(a) 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful possession of a loaded firearm or strung bow while operating or so 

117(1)(b) riding a snowmobile 

CRS 33-14- Unlawful harassment of wildlife by use of a snowmobile 200 

117(1)(c) 

CRS 33-11- Unlawful operation of a motorized vehicle on a signed and designated non- 150 

112 motorized trail 



United States Department of the Interior 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
Colorado State Office 

2850 Youngfield Street 
Lakewood, Colorado 80215-7210 

In Reply Refer To:
FOIA CO-20-015 
1278 (CO-951) 

February 18, 2020 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
Return Receipt Requested 

Dear Mr.

This letter completes our response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, BLM-
2020-00346/CO-20-015, dated February 03, 2020, and received by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) Colorado State Office on the same day.  In your FOIA, you sought the 
following records: 

“1. A list of all “federal regulations that adopt various state laws by reference”. 

2. A complete list of state laws in Colorado that the DOI/BLM has “adopted by
reference” or “adopted” and are currently enforcing as a federal law violations.

3. Please include with the completed list from #2, a detailed explanation of the federal
penalties (fine and/or prison time) and federal class of violation (misdemeanor/felony)
that can be enforced by a federal judge when found guilty of violating the federally
adopted state laws.”

The Colorado State Office conducted a search of their files and located records responsive to 
your request.  Please find enclosed approximately 8 pages responsive to your request, which are 
being released in their entirety. 

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and 
national security records from the requirements of the FOIA.  See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & 
Supp. IV (2010)).  This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements 
of the FOIA.  This is standard notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be 
taken as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist. 



If you have any questions related to your FOIA request, please contact me at (303) 239-3686 or 
Vanessa Romero, FOIA Specialist at (303) 239-3651; via mail at the letterhead address; or via 
email at BLM_CO_FOIA@blm.gov.  
 
      Sincerely, 
 
      
 
 
      Laura Garcia Hinojosa 
      BLM Colorado FOIA Officer  
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